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Hair Loss isn't just for men as most women will cope with some sort of hair loss in their lives.
Learn how to win against hair loss with: Hair Education Factors behind hair thinning Solutions to
hair loss Hair thinning preventive and hair growth recipes Healthy locks maintenance It's time to
right the wrongs of poor locks health and gain the hair regrowth you crave! It is time for locks
education and we have been digging into the specifics of black hair because we have been
facing this struggle in silence. This informative book, Black Women & Hair Loss, was made by
natural hair professional, Sabrina Perkins to access the root of the problem and explain why and
how that is happening. With quick and easy tools for not only stopping hair loss, but to also
understand it; Thinning edges, resorting to weaves and wigs for length or to cover severe
breakage doesn't have to become anyone's reality. she discusses how exactly to defeat it
successfully. The even bigger problem is Black Ladies will suffer with hair thinning at higher
rates no one is discussing it as much as we need to.
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Extremely informative!this book shares valid, usable facts that don't just tell you what things to
use but also explains the why in a practical way. I am suffering from thinning edges for a while
and required some help on how to regrow them. different styles As a person who is having hair
problems, this book is EVERYTHING. I would recommend this reserve to anyone coping with
excessive shedding or hair loss. If you need help together with your hair this is the book for you!
Our hair is something that we love. I'll definitely utilize many of the ideas listed in the book.
Actually any woman might use these helpful tips to obtain crown of glory back again to normal.
Never considered it such as this. When you begun to have serious hair problems, you find
yourself googling every internet site for a fix. This book is a bible for black women who are
going through hair loss. Our hair is a thing that we love. I would recommend this to every girl.
The reality and details without the excessive babble So many natural hair articles drone on or
delay the 'lesson' in what appears to be an attempt to justify you read a long winded
dissertation. Never considered it like this.. The book has a lot of useful information about how
exactly to grow your hair. Finally, I know which oil to make use of and just why!!!. Very
informative I learned a whole lot about hair thinning. different designs, textures, lengths. I was
so worked up about finding a book simply on hair loss for black women. Highly recommended
read! Healthy long hair right here I come! Very useful. I really like that everything is described in
simple terminology for everyone to understand. I didn't realize that I was the reason why it was
happening and appreciated all the information on what I was doing wrong and how exactly to
stop it. That is a must-read for anyone who wants to work on growing back their edges and a
quick read!
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